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Working, class inte·rnationalism

and the immigrants
The following speech was delivered at the MLP
May Day meeting in Chicago on May 2. Out party
held de;Jonstrations in Chicago and New York City
and lively May Day m~etings there and. in Se~ ttle
and Oakland. The June, 1 issue of the Workers'
Advocate will report on these events and May Day
activities around, the. world •.

Tonight We are celebrating May Day,! the international day of the working class. This 15 the
day of proletarian internationallsm, the day when
we 'hold aloft the banner of international solidarity
of aU'workers -- regardless of nationality, regardless of country of birth, regardless of what country they live in. On this day we say, workers cif
the .world, unite!
,
Now, for the revolutionary working class, what.
is the meaning of worldwide solidarity?'
We have heard the AFL-CIO leaders talk about
international solidarity. Oh yes, they will cry out
loud and wring their hands over the dirty exploita~
tion of the workers in the Mexican maquiladoras
[satellite plants setup just south of the border by
U.S. corporations]. But .then what do they say?
.Do they call for a fight against that exploitation?
On no, they say, '''Bring those jobs back to America, where they belong." Shutting down factories
in Mexico -- is this what interoE!,.tional solidarity
means?
We have heard the union bureaucrats decry the
discrimination against immigrant workers who are
appiying for legalization. But then what do they
protest to the INS' [Immigr~tion and Naturalization
Service, known as la: Migra]? Not that it stop its,
attacks on the immigr~ts -- ciIi no! ~ather, only
three weeks ago, the AFL-CIO leaders we~e again
in a huff demanding that the INS stop the "flood·
of foreigners into the professional job market" in
. the U.S .. , Pushing th~ goVernment tQ'drive outfor-'

"
.-.

(I

eign workers -- is, this what international solidarity means?
,
No, the union bureaucrats do not stand for international solidarity.
World, worki.ng class
solidarity is not some nice, humanitarian sentimentality which can be thrown aside in the name of a
fight for jobs.
''
International solidarity means concrete, daily
struggle~
"
This is a struggle against our "owull capitalists,
and in support of the workers :fighting against the'
capitalists in every country.
.
.
This isa struggle to defend the workers of the
oppres~ed n~tionalities, to fight for their rights, to
ul'liteall workers in our common battle against
capitalist ,wage-slavery and exploitation.
. ,'.
This isa' struggle against blind' flag-waving
patriotism, agains,t chauvinism. ' Whether it is
voiced by Reagan and the monopolies, or· by the
liberal Democrats, or by the union bigshots, we
must stand against it, we must fight it with all our
strell.gth.
.
Continued. on ~e 10
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AQUiNO'S LABoR REFORII RETAINS ANTI-STRIKE LAWS FROII THE MARCOS ERA
\

'

In the Philippines, every MayDay militant
O,ne Year Later
workers stage a 'march and rally in downtowi).
Manila.
D1.,I.ring the time, of Marcos tllese' we~e
But it is May Day again, and Aquino's promises
. dangerous events leading to c~nfrontation with the
of labor reform have been shown to be' _~mpty •
fascist armed forces. But last year M~y 1 was difForget about economic improvements for the
ferent.' This time the new president, Coraz'On! workers., Aquino's main concern is a "stable inAquino, was herself the featured speaker at the
vestment climate" for foreign and local capital.
May Day rally.
'
,
Thus she continues austerity measures against the
Just
few months after the ouster of Marcos,
people, including a wage freez~ •
Aqui~o was making 'a strenuous effort to get the
. Ana harsh repression of strikes has not ended
Filipmo population to support her new lil;>eral under the Aquino regime. The most dramatic exbourgeois regime.
ample of this came on January 31 of this year,
And .Aquino did not hold back e,n her demagogy. , when the military shot up a mass picket of strikPretending t(} honor the workers and the traditions , ing workers in the Bataan Export Processing Zone.
of May Day, she proinised that her new governTwo, workers_ were' killed and qozens injured.
ment would do away with the anti-labor repression
Aside from this, ~ome two dozen workers on -picket
of, the Marcos regime. In particular, she promised
lines have been killed in the past year.
to do away with the fascist labor code which op'The Filipino workers have cohtinuep to press
pressed the workers under Marcos.
And she Aquino for scrapping 'the Marcos anti-labor laws.
pledged to w~rk for prosperity for the laboring On february 13 Aquino finally issJled 'her labor
poor.
code reform. But this "J;eform" is quite, far from •
"rescinding the laws that repress the 'rights of
workers", as she had promised to do ~ast May Day.
In tact it maintains intact many of the worst. features of the Marcos labor code, while throwing a
few crumbs to'the working class.
Aquino's Executive Order 111 contains certain
, I
.pr9visions sought by the workers. In particular, it
Theoretical-Political Newspaper of the
r.epeals the right of management to replace striking
workers who defy return-to-work orders; it reduces
Central Committee' of the
'
~ome restrictive strike requirements; it liberalizes
Marxist-Leninist Party, USA
some of, the rules of union organizing; and it expands the right to organize to state-owned corRates: i5¢ for single copy; $4.50 for 6 issues,; $9 for
porations.
12 issues by 1st class mail (U.S., Canad~, Mexico).
From distributor: 25¢'
ISSN 0276-363X
B,ut the document does not even men,tion costof-living raises, which Aquino had previously
.promised.
And, most importantly, the right to
strike is still severely limited by Marcos-era laws
un,touched by.this "reform". In fact Aquino has
maintained intact the two most notorious
anti-'strike laws of the Marcos era, BP l"3\}, and BP
Rates: $1 for single copy; $12 for one year by 1st class
,227.
mail (U,S' J Canada, Me~co).
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The Anti-Strike Law
Letters:
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P.O. Box 11942
Ontario st. Station
Chicago, IL 60611.'
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Marxist-Leninist
Publications
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BP 130, passed in 1982, is also known as the
'!Ariti-Strike Law". It ostensibly recognizes the
right to strjke but in fact makes it alr~\ost impossible for strikes to occur.
Strikes are banned in an;y cases "a~versely af, fecting national interest". The decision as to what
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For Class Struggle Against the Capitalists
"affects national' int~restn rests with the president
~r 'labor minister; and. since industrial peace is the
pro-qapitalist policy of the Aquino gov~rnmen~, any,
Aquino's labor code reform has helped to press
strike might be declared "affec,ting national interhome to the workers that her regime is a regime
est".
unfriendly to the interests of labor.,
'
'
BP 1'8'0 contains a number of' restrictive reIn last year's May pay rally, Aquino was in:"
quirements on strikes. Before calling the workers
vited to speak by the' leaders of KMU, the May
out on strike, a union mi,tSt first .give notice of in- ,First Movement, of' the Philippines.
This is the
tent to strike and then go through a 15~30 day 'left trade union center' to which the militant
cooling-off period. If a union calls a strike that
workers have,flockeg in recent yea,rs, disgusted at
is declared illegal, BP 130 gives the government I , tli~ treacherous policies of the Trade Union Conthe right to dismiss the union officers. The law
gress of the Philippines. The TUC is connected to,
aJso gives the president an~l. labor minister the
the, AFL-CI 0, openly prpmotes class co llaboration,
right to intervene in any strike, to issue a
and loyally supported the Marcos regime; today it
return-to-work order, and to order cQmptilsory arslavishly props up Aqu~no.
bitration. But while laying these stern restrictions
Ul'l:fortunately the leadership of KMU has been
on the workers' right to strike, the law gives emplagued by the ideas of conciliation with liberalism
ploy~rs the right to lock out workers.
that weaken the Filipino left. Reflecting their
"
illusions in the promises of Aquino, ~he KMU lead-;ership gave the new regime "critical SUPPOllt" and
followed a declared policy of "maximum restraint"
The Pro-Scab and AnU"'Pic~eting Law
in its activities.
,
BP 227 is also - called th~ "Pro-Scab and,
But a year"s experience has sho~n that this
Anti-Picketing Law". This law gives employers the
policy is futile. The last KMU convention a few
right to free entran'ce and exit of materials and
months ago ,rescinged the "maximum restraint"
prod\lcts at' a struck work place. 'It allows a labor policy.
And the KMU has denounced Aquino's
labor code reform. (In fact, much of the informaa:rbiter to prohibit a strike even before' a hearing
tion on the Aquino proposal in this article comes
of the workers' demands has taken place~ And it
from the KMU 'journal.)
"
allows the use of police or military to crush picket
"lines in ,the case of any company belonging to a
These are steps forward. But unfortunately it
so-called "vital industry". As an example of what
cannot qe said that the KMU leadership has freed
can be declared a "vital industry": ' this was once
itself from, the .influence of class conciliation.
used to attack workers striking against a company
They still hold out hope in progress for labor coming through coaUtibn with a section of the liberal,
manufacturmg soy sauce.
national bourgeo~sie.
Instead of the banner of
class struggle and socialism, they seek to put toLabor M~ister Reassures Capitalists
gether a "nationalist opposition" and· dream of a
To underscore the paltry nature of this
future that will bring "genuine nationalist inI "reform",
Labor secretary I Drilon went before a
dustrializat,ion".
meeting of the Employ~rs' Confederation shortly
It ,is in the KMU that the. militant workers in
after Aquino issued her executive order. Drilon
the Philippines 'are gathered today~ They are there
,told the capitalists at the meeting that her labor
because they want a fight against poverty -and for!
code "reform" was "fine for them" and promised
a bright future for the toilers. But this will not
there would be no wage increase policy. At the
be handed down by any liberal 'or reformist politisame time he promised to clamp down on stri,kes in
cian of the bourgeoisie~ It requires struggle of
the Bataan Export Processing Zone.
the workers themselves.
<>
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PRISON CORRESPONDENCE
,
,

April 9, 1987
On ,the 29th anniversary of t~e
heroic general strike of Apri~ 9,
19'58, 'when students and 'WorIfers
in the citY,of Saqua la 9r,and~,.
,Cuba, took the town and held it
agairist the armed forces of impE;lr..:
, ialism.

Ana LucJa Gelabert
GateSVille, Texas. <>
April 11, 1987
Dear

Mr~

Kuiper

In reference to your April 9, 1987 letter in
response to my Aprif 1, 1987 letter in response to .
Dear friends/ comrades':
my earlier request for an investigation and to
place the· Texas Department of Correctibns' MounGreetings t9 the American working ~lass and to
tain View Unit under feder~l receivership far their
the Party of the ,working class on May Day 19,87! ') refusal to obey any court' orders:whatever:
One hundred and one years. ago, on May 1,
1886, a group of Chicago, workers demonstrated to
If, the Office of the Special Master, having the"
demand an eight-hour workday. The bruta'l, bloody backing of the federal court, power of subpoena,
/and crim~al repressi<m 0:( that march by the !irmetc~, canit "initiat'e" an investigation with all the
ed forces of the bourgeoisie, rather than' ending
data I gave you, 'what can an indigent prisoner in
the 'militant struggle of the workers, gave ,rise to a.: a soUtary cell (me) d()? . Therefore, after much
symbol for the workers of all lands: the In~erna
thought, I came to' the following decision:
tiona I , Workers' Day!
Comrades:
I vbluntarily wish to regret the errors'
This year we ~face increased repre~sion by. the
cif my sintul views and my vicious crimes
rulirig classes and' their paiCl servants: unabashl(d
against this great system of ours. I
police murders of black citiz~,ns; a new an'ti-im;realize now that the warden of MountaIn·
migrant law;' fact'ory clos~downs by the dozens';'
View, Catherine C. Craig, is a great lady
. massive hunger,unemployment, illiteracy, 'lack of
and a great Amerikan; if she finds that
proper medical care for the working classesjan ,
she must do the exact opposite of wllat
all-oJ.!,t capitalist offensive and repression agalq,st :.
~he Court writes down, or tells publicly
the 'workers. And o:p., April 2~, a week before May
she should be doing, she must have a
Day, reformist forces stage a pet demonstration, no
national security re~son for it' and, '
doubt ,in an attempt to, dilu~e and hide a. true
rather than complain, ,I should be grateshowdown by militant workers on May Day.
"
ful [for] living in Amerika, where those
We applaud "the MLP,USA's decision'to attend
things don't and have never happened.
'this April 25 diversion, but not only to make their
Never mind if the Use of Force Plan
presence there be known, but to call right then
says handcuffs are "maj'or force" and reand there, on April 25, 'for 'all workers' and proquire making a major force use report:
gressive forces to, rally again the w~ek after, on
if the T.D.C. don't, fit] must be in our
national interest for them to do so.
May 2, 1987, and make, May Day 1987 the mightiest
May Day demonstration this country has ever seen.
The incident about Lt. Moore videotaping
The women at the Mountain View unit of the
,us semi.:..naked on the floor on our knees
Texas Department of Corrections offer' their untruly never happened:
I must have
conditional support' to and congratulate the Party
dreamt it, lied about it, 'or been confused about it (the unit psychologist will
of the working classes on that glorious day.
Physical restraints prevent anyone of us from'
decide which one, while helping me to
):>elng present there and 4emonstrate shoulder, to
seek forgiv~ness for'my wrongful views).
shoulder with you, but we nevertheless answer
Even i~' it did happen, no great harm,
done: let the poor guy' enjoy himself a
'''present'' and endorse wholeheartedly the call of
little on weekends, after' all he works
the Party of 'the working) classes for that' day.
hard. Same goes for Ofr. (Mr.) Perez
NO' TO REPUBLICANS, NO TO DEMOCRATS
, breaking' the skin off my wrists with
AND tEEt TO REVOLUTION!,
handc\lfts, 'even if I offered, no resisBUILD UP THE PARTY OF THE WORKERS!
tance: it truly never happened, I dreamt
LONG LIVE MAY DAY!
'
1/

'/

it or lied about it.
In my sorrow I pledge allegiance to
president Ronald Wilson Reagan aild the
system ot 'freedom and justice for which'
he stands; I believe him 100 per cent in'.
all he says; Nancy· too. Thinking about
it, he may well be the most truthful man
ever to set foot in the White' Ho'use. I
support his efforts to kill communists of
'all ages and sexes in Central America
and elsewhere in the worlq: we must
teach them people c;iemocracy and give
them a lesson; I wish he could go into
Cuba also; even" back to Vietnam,' for
real.> 'I only beg forgiveness for my
crimes.
Nuke the Ayatollah and the.
Russians!,
I love, George Bush.
The
Democrats too. I understand now the.
need for Simpson- Rodino and of protecting" the purity of our race and institutions while stopping them foreigners
from coming, in to break our ~aws and
steal our bread., I was wrong, wron,g,
wrong, but now I see the light. My request for 'federals invading Mountain
View was wrong and untimely, because}t
would dilute forces which may well'be
~eeded, at some future point in time, to
save Bermuda or keep the commies off
Howard Beach. I .deserve three lashes.
HElL TO THE CHIEF!
LONG LIVE AMERIKA!
'Sorrowfully yours,
Ana Lucia Gelabert
Post Scriptum:
AJ3 part of my examination of conscience, to the
of my recollection:
The incident in question must have happened on
either March 29 or 30, 1986; it was the only SORT
[Speeial Operations Response Team] visit to a&ministrative segregation on or about those dates.
The so-called "riot ll was caused more by the
TDC guards eagerne~'sto use their newly acquired
toys, i. e. helmets, shields, fire hoses, chemical
weapons, etc., than ~o any really, serious disturbance. The dist.urbance consisted of a few pris<:mers in the front cells burning some rags: the vast
majority did not participate; it happened about 8
AM and 'must have lasted for f an hour or leBs. At
any rate, by 10 AM things had . calmed down and
most of us went to sleep.
be~t
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By noon that day, th~ lIr.iot" had been over for
a while and, SORT had not come yet, but we were
fed sandwiches because, I was told, we were on
"lock down." The fpur of us who were in punitive
segregation (from general population), Elizabeth
Davis, Linda Lampkins, a Black girl nicknamed,
Popeye and myself, didn't even have matches offi'cially, and even if we had had matches we'
" wouldn't waste'them in purning any_rags. We did
not participate in any "riot" at all. Nor did most
of the ad~iilistrati\re segregation prisoners, litnd
much less women. inpr~tective custody from other
wings.
,
At about 4 PM I was/awakened (taking a nap)
by Ofr. (Mrs.) Wacker, who told me to strip off
my ciothes and underwear and put 'on a gown. 1.
was handcuffed in the back and taken to the day-:room, and there I was forced to kneel down (with
the himdcuffs on) an<;l remain in that position,
silent, facing the wall. Lt. Moore was having a
ball videotaping all that. Next to me carrie Pat
Molina, and then two more facing the same wall.
Then came another three or four facing the northeast, wall, with the windows. Then came (that I
can 'remember) a protective custody woman named
Rose Devine (who wasn't even living in that wing).
Around were ,Major Greenwood. Also nurse QUiroz
and "Dr." Kemp (he is not a graduate doctor, but
practices medicin~/ in Mt. View; pe has even
prescribe'! me antibiotics)., Many other "TDC staff
around.
A.s I mentioned in my letter, I made a 'written
report that same day and sent it to the Prisoners
Defense ~orqmittee, of S,an Al1tonio ...
In my cell, what SORT did was to throw into
the floor all my legal papers ( the only property' I
waS allowed ,while in punitive), break open a few
envelopes, etc. - I filed a grievance on that same
day about the needless scattering of my le~al,
papers~
But I was lucky: on information ana
belief, SORT usually picks up' for destroying things
like typewriters, radios, etc.
Now r must work with some psychologist to
determine if I dreamt it, lied about all the above,
or I am simply ,c'onfuseq 'aboilt it.
Peace is war!
.Truth is. false!
(To add to their enjoyment, the furniture had,
been" removed from the dayroom, to be sure we
had to 'lie down' on the floor and our knees.
Would it ~e possible to a~k Lt. M~ore "for a copy
of tpat video~ape, if he doesn't mind doing without
it for a couple of weekends?)
<>
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At IDR station in New York:.
POSTAL WORKERS WIN PETITI'ON CAMPAIGN FOR A NURSE
From the April 29
York:

leaflet of the MLP-New

During the :first h,alf of April, over 300 'workers
on FOR [one of New York City1s airports] station's
n'ight tour (tour 1) signed a petition demanding
that a nurse be hired for their tour. This was; a
solid majority of the workers at the station and
included people' from the three major crafts':
clerks, carriers' and mailhandlers.
.'
\
As of last. Friday, after more than 6 months
without' a nurse, workers at FOR found that a
nurse had been hired: for tour 1.. Sh~ will be
there '5 days a week, from Monday t,o Friday.
The hiring of. a nurse was definite~y a victory
and a result of the active stand tak~n by th~
workers on the night tour.
I

was too much. For management this was a something to worry about, much more than any safety
hazard or l1ealth problems.
Workers had raised this pr'oblem to management
during safety talks and at other times. Over and
over again, the wbrkers heard excuses and saw no
action. Whlfn' it' comes to such things as hiring,
grievances, or processing tladjustments" in' paychecks, postal management ha,s been known to drag
things on for months and' even years with bureau- .
cratic',excuses.
But it .took management little qver a week, in
this case, to hire ~ nurse:
lightning speed. by
. postal office standards!1 How quickly the red tape
can disappear when management sees to it!

And elsewhere..•
,
This proble~ is not unique to FDR.

It wasn't
'until t:',ece~tlylthat a nurse was hired on tour 3 at.
Church St • .station. Workers there' were without a
Health and safety. conditions at FOR station,
nurse for over a year. And the medical unit at
like those at otherpostal facilities, have long been GPO [General Post Office] is ,presently closed after
dismal.
The . place is filthy' and full' of dust.
midnight, so that workers there must use the nurse
at Morgan Station.
Toilets don't wOrk. The elevators only work sometimes, a.t:ld are dangerous too'. Work takes place in
. Moreover, a trend has developed at GOP, where
extremely congested conditions, with people con- : workers' are told they may not see the nurse (on
stantly having to step over bags and trays of mail.
the tours that have a nurse) under a variety of
e,xcuses. Workers are told to see their own docAnd the equipment, such as the trucks that carri~rs use, is often in poor condition.
'
tor, on their own time, unless it is a work.,.related
accident or emergen'cy, or if they are within 2
Yet, for over six months, postal management
thought there was no point to having ,a nurse on. hours of the end of their tour ~
the night tour at FOR. The worRing conditions.
"Apparently management wants to save a few
didn't bother management. An extra dose of safe..,' .' dollars from nurses' salaries by jeopardizing the
ty talks would be enoug~
,
health and safety of postal workers. But it ·seems
to go, beyond this. Wit.o. its mind set on "producNight, workers .in general are known to be more
prone t6 get sick and more aCcldent 'prone. And . . tivit;t", management wants to cut out any time for
visiting the medical units.
with close to .500 people, th~ night tour at FOR\ is
Workers at: FOR station did the right thing. by
easily the larges,t tOU! at t~e station. Moreover, it
is the tour with most light-duty workers. Yet'for
taking this inatterinto their 'own hands. Not only
did they win their demand in record time, but they
6 months, there was no nurse. Postal managem~nt
got a small taste of their own strength. . They
couldn't have cared less.
I have learned. something which. they can use to
solve. othex: problems in the future.
Something
What mana~ment· cares. about·
.
,
whi6h could prove very valuable in the very near
future too, as the postal contract nears its dead-·
But one or. two weeks worth. of workers gett~ng
line in July' of this year.
"<>
organized to gather 'signatures, of taking matters
into their own hands, even in this small way, this

.

Dismal . health and safety conditions

.

,
J

I
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J.D. WILLIAMS WORKERS C9NTlNUE TEN-MONTH STRIKE lIN BUFFALO
/

. I

J.H, Williams capitalists s~ld one ,Piece of equipme,nt to pay part of the loan due the Mellon bank.
,The ECIDA, knowing full well that the workers at
J.H. Williams were owed ove~one million dollars by
these, capitalists, gave their blessings'to the sale.
The workers at J.H.' Williams are continuing to
To cover up their anti-worker actiVities, the
picket. Their strike has lasted ten 'months. Back
'
ECIDA enlisted the help of Thomas Monaghan; the
in June, the company demanded
huge. concessions
-- wage c~ts, extensive reductions in medical cov- 'regional UAW director an4 George Wessel, head of ,
the Buffalo AFL-CIO council. These traitors were'
erage., ,and changes in work rules. ,The workers
part
of 'a Isubcommittee that approved the sale of
rejected the concessions contract and w~nt but on
the' equipment and a'llowed the money to be 'turned
strike., In December, the owners anno~nced the
over to the bank.
Buffalo plant would ~ close. This meant that 225
The BCIDA is always obligiI).g when it comes to
workers w~uld permanently lose their jobs. ,Today,'
the company' still owes over one ll,lilliondollars .in doling out workers' taxes to corporations under the
guise of "saving j , 0li "creating" jobs, or to ensure
back vacation and severance pay.
'
that
the billionaire bankers get their cash. But
,
when it comes to the workers interests, the ECIDA
The laws of 1:Qe U.S. are set' up
turns a deaf ear. So much for the notion that the
, to serve the rich
ECIDA 'was set up to aid th~ working class of Erie
County.
Soon after, announcing the lclose· of the plant,
the J.H. Williams capitalists filed for bankruptcy.
-'
\
The workers must build an ,independent movement
Under the U~S'. bankruptcy. laws, workers have ,to
to fight the rich,
• "
wait years to 'receive any money. And if they do
get any, they are "lucky" to get 10 cents on the
The situation at J.B. Williams is hot an isolated
dollar. The capitalist bankruptcy laws work this
example. / All across the U.S. corporations are
way:
demand~ng concess.fons, riloshlg plants or filing for
The rich file for bankruptcy' of their corpo~a
bankruptcy. When: the state, intervenes, it always
tion. They are personally 'flot liable for any debts
is on the s~de of the rich. If it is not jnvalidating ,
the
corporation owes. So their luxuries,
all ac,
1 a union contract to help a corporation, it is agreequired through the sweat and toil of the workers,
cannot be touched. ' Arid what about the posses- . ing in, cour~ to allow a corporation to stop pension:
sions of the, workers?
Many workers wlll be ' payments. And whefi the workers fight back, the
forced to sell their hO!lles, cars, etc., just to make state issues injunctions or calls out the police. \
The workers must build their struggie 'on their'
ends meet. In short, the rich go almost totally, ,
own. Free of the Democrats and Republicans who
free of past debts due, while the workers fall
daily discover new Ways to give hand outs to the
deeper and deeper into deb,t.
rich. Free of the
government agencies who
en,
\
courage con,ceSSIOns and use the laws to fill the
The state agencies
alsO
pockets of
the rich. Free of the . labor t~aitors
servants of the rich
I·
who are too happy. tO,serve their capitalist
masters. Th~ workers'must Duild their struggle as
Back in 1984, the, Erie Cpunty Indu,strial
a weapon against the capitalists ariq. their servants.
Development Agency (ECIDA) arranged a $6 million
<>
',
bo'nd for J.H. Williams. The money in turn was
used to purChase plant eqUipment. , Recently, the

From the ApriI-20 issue, of BuftaloWorkers'
Voice, paper of the MbP-Buffalo: .
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Behlnd the nnon-iraditional type of negotiating, processll at. the Chevy engine plant
GM IS PREPARING
ANOTHER CONCESSIONS CONTRACT AT TONAWANDA
...

From the April \ 20 issue
of Buffalo Workers'
.
Voice, paper of the MLP-Buffalo:

The auto'workers' contract with GM expires in
September. At CPC Tonawanda, early negotiations
for a local contract have already begun. The 1984
contract guaranteed GM's right to conduct wage
'and job-cutting drives against individual plants.
Consequently, the stak~s are up in the Ibcal negotiations. In addition, the new "non-traditional type
of negotiation process",' announce"d at a February
4th press conferenoe, smells of more concessions.
tjow is the ,time to prepare for the septemoer corl-,
tract struggle.
.\

The stakes' are up, at- the local level

,hat IInqn-tradition~lllreally means
The center of the new "non-traditional type of
negotiating process" is said to be "people involvement".
It ~omes equipped with Research and
Resource Teams, with questionnaires for workers to
fill out and with a glass' negotiating room [so
people can see in on the negotiations, but not of
course hear' themJ built ·right on the production
floor.
Is the aim 'of this "people, involvement" to better, the living and working conditions of the
auto.workers? No! lnstead of the auto workers following the traditional path of fighting in their own
interests, they should sacrifice to better "GM's
competitive position in today's world market". The
last three years at CPCTonawanda show that bettering "G.l\1' s competitive position'" means loss of
seniority rights, speed-up, job combinations and
"loss of jobs to non-union, low-wage contractors.
This' new "non-traditional type of 'negotiations" is
nothing but an elaborate attempt to enlist ,the
cooperation of the workers in GM's vicious concessions drive."
.
.

Provisions in the las·t contract stated that local
and regional GM/union committees could "waive or
change parts of the national contract" induding
making "wage-scale chfmges". at a' local level.
Over the' past three years, G M has used these
provisions to. throw workers at different plants
into competitt-on with each other and with. low.
.
wage swea,t shops over' who will "save jobs" by
Get organiz~ to fight against concessions
taking the biggest concessions. "Of course, instead
of "saving jobs" GM has been able
to layoff. thou- ,
',The CPC Tonawanda ·workers face a stiff battle
\
sands and has plans to close 11 assembly and 2.0
ag.ainst concessions -- against the ongoing drive
:parts plants over the next few years.
for mofe automation and speedup, job coinbinations
At CPC Tonawanda, one of the fruits of tn.ese . and.pontracting out. The non-traditional approach
provisions is the Joint Pikton-Venture. Plant #5 is
is no answer because its aim is to get the workers
being re-tooled for the production of all GM'spis- ·-.to organize the takebacks, instead of organizing
ton production. The Union/ Management Business . against them.
Nor can the top UAW leadership be relied on to
Team established to oversee this project have already scrapped all seniority rights and job classilead this battle. 'These bureaucrats have refused
to .lift a fi1Jger to .organize any mass struggle of
fications from ,the existing contra6,t. New shop
,rules will be established and workers can be sure
the workers against GM's .attacks. And at last
that they wilL come OUt on the short .end of the week's UAW convention, Owen Bieber argued that
stick. ,As well, since the last contract, non-union provlsiol?-s in the '84 contra~t which allow GM to
'truckers are being used in the Material Depart- pit plant against plant must be kept. At a time'
when GM has made it clear it is not satisfied with
ment, and both office cleaners and Plant #4
the billions. in profits already earned at the cost of
cafeteria workers haye lost their jobs to outside
hundreds of thousands of jobs an~ enormous takecontractors.
The recent assurance that. CPC
backs, Bieber argues that each local should have
Tonawanda workers received from F. James
McDonald, G M's president, during his recent visit, 'the "right" to fend for itself.
What is needed is a combined struggle of all
that the future of their jobs is secure, is worththe auto workers under the banner NO MORE CONless. It. was merely a pat on the back, "keep up
CESSIONS.
the good work" -- the more jobs combined, the
The rank-and-file GM workers' must
get ready to fight, because the mass struggle is
lower the wages, the better it is for GM's competitive position.
the only way to resist the GM billionaires' concessions drive.
<>
I
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Stop plant closings and la-y9ffs! '
MILITANT 'PICKET AT GM HEADQUARTERS
through trade war than tit saving workers' jobs~
No, the only way to save jobs is for the workers to fight for them', This was the sentiment of'
the rank 'and ;rile on May 1 as they repeatedly
The movement against plant closings and layoffs
shouted, "G M, SHUT' IT DOWN!" ,This is the senticontinues to build. On M;ay 1, international workmeat that's been reflected in the strik~s. fOT job'
ing class day, 150 workers picketed at GM head- ' se~urity over the la&t year at Ford's Hapeville, Ga.
quarters.
_,
'
plant, at the Warren Tech Center, at the ,DelcQ
Many workers came from plants that are slated pHmt iii. Kokomo, ;Ind.and at the three GM piants
for closing this fall such as Detroit's 'Fleetwood in Pohtiac.
This~' the sentiment that's been
Cadillac, Conner stamping, and GM's Norwood,
shown by the thousands of workers who've come
Obio plant.
A Chevy worker came from 'as far
out for jobs rallies in Detroit and Flint and at the
away as Buffalo, New York. And CQrysler workers
mas~ protest at theUAW Bargaining Convention in
also showed their'solidarity. 'For two and a ha~f
Chicago In April.
hours the' workers kept up a barrage of militant
'The movement against plant closings and layoffs
,slogans: "Millions in executive pay; don't let them is growing, And the Mar,xist~Leninist Party is actake our jobs away!" "No more whipsaw!" "Auto ,tive in building it ,up. The MLP widely leafleted
workers unite, get ready for a strike!tI 'Workers
for the May 1 action and helped workers to spread
also showed their contempt for the sellout 'policy
the word at a series of plants that have been preof the UAW leadership by cartyi~g, handmade
viously kept away from the movement.
It
picket signs that declared, "Concessions I\nd trade
couraged organizing in the plants; it mobilized
war don't 'save jobs, strike the big three!" and
workers to take part in the ac~ion; and:it helped
"Bieber says, Orderly Job Elimination'. We saY',', to release the' fikhting mood of the picketing
STR,IKE FOR JOBS!tI
work~rs b;y l~ading militant slogans. Workers, join '
Unfortunately, the leaders of the march were
with theMLP to build' up tl;lis movement, Organnot so militant, '!'he president of Local 15, Joe
ize it independently trom the sellout 'union hacks
Wilson, tried 'to limit the action to' ,begging GM
and Democratic Party liberals. Unleash the power
chairtnan Roger Smith,fot- a meeting to find an alof the workers through mass demonstrationl3, job
ternative to the closing of Fleetwood. But we all
actions, and strikes!
' ,
know that GM's only "alternativell is con~essions 'Fu:t:'ther mass protests have been called for the
and pitting workers at one plimt against another.
GM stockholders meeting on May 22 at GM head- '
Wilson also knelt before Democratic Party liberal- '-quarters, for the UAW Bargaining Council meet'tng ,
John Conyers. He promoted the ill~ion that the, on June 2; and for June 5 at GM headquarters.
Democrats will get Congress to pass a' temporary
Jotp. the protests, build the movement in every
moratorium on plant closings. But the Democrats, plant.
<>
are more interested in helping the monopo~ies
/

From the May 15' issue of the Detroit Workers'
Voice, paper of th'e MLP-Detroit:
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May Day speech:
WORKING CLASS INTERNATIONALISM AND THE IMMIGRANT WORKER

Continued from' the front page

Defend the immigrant, workers!

Gomrapes, such struggle is essential.'
There are the growing protests acros,S the
country against the firings of undocumented, demonstrations against the arrest of immigrants,
march~s against, the deportations. Comrades, such
struggle is essential.
An'a soon there will be joint demonstrations of
activists from, Mexico and the U.S. in El Paso/j,aurez and o'ther border' cities. There will also be
a rally at ia Migra headquarters right here in Chicago, a rally directed squarely against the Simpson-Ropino law. comrades, such struggle is essential.
We must gd all out, to mobilize for these actions"
We 'must use them to encourage,' organize and
build up a fnovement of defiance, of resistance, of
mass struggle against'the infamous Simpson- Rodino
law alJ,d la Migra.,
'
We must work to inspire this movement to fight
for the full rights for;' all'th,e immigrants.
We mUst give our hearts to ,the effort to guide
this movement onto, the path bf independent action, of organization that is separate from and opposed to not only ,Reagan and 'the Republicans, :I;>ut,
also against the Democratic Party hypocrites 8,J;1d
the bureaucrats of the AFL-CIO.

This May Day,' a particularly important part of
the struggle for, international sol~darity, a particularly important part of the battle against 'the
chauvinism of the bourgeoisie, is the fight to ,defend the imj'Iligrant workers.
'
The capitalists, and all their henchmen, are on
I a vicious crusade aga:inst the immigrants.
This is,
a crusade to' put the blame on immigrants for the
layoffs, and the drug running, and aU, the other,
sins of the capitalists, themselves.
This is a
crusade of .firings, a crusade of job discrimination,
of English-only'language persecution, of deportation raids, of militarizing the border.
At the center of this crusade is the SimpsonRodino anti-immigrant law. Its aim is to l:!tep up
the terror against the Jmdocurp.ented immigrants, to
drive ,them deeper into inhuman exploitation in the
fields and sweatshops, to keep them down
a su-,
per-exploited'section of the working class -- a,
section beaten down, unorganized, without rights.
This attack focuses on the undocumented; 'Put
its wider target is the entire working class movemente The persecution of one sect ibn of our class
can and' will be used to persecute and drive down
other sections of the cla!,!s towards the same sun.e reformists want to narrow down the fight
per-exploitation. ,The instruments of terror forged . to what, is acceptable to the liberal chauvinists
against the undocumented -- whether it is the na-'
tiona I ID card system or the internment camps --,
Unfortunately, there are reformists within thIS
can and will be used against the legal immigrants,
movement who are trying to narrow down its focus '
against' the oppresse~ nationalities born in the, and hold back the struggle. Some of these refor":'
U.S., against any fighting workers. ,
' mists -- like the pro-Soviet revisionists of the
We must fight this law. We must resist its ter-' Communist Party, USA and of the, "Line' of March"
group and the pro-'Chinese revisio'nists of ~he
1"01". We must b.uild up a movement of mass struggle. A movement of publ~c protest and resistance.
League of Revolutionary Struggle -- claim to be
A movement that can help the undocum~nted stand ,radicals, to be communists, to be Marxist-Leninists.
up and come out of the dark, secret, underwor'ld
But, in fact, they have turned away from the revo. of fear and degradation. A movement of all worklutionary program of Marxism. They have turned
ers E!-lld progressive people to confront this law, to
away from the class struggle of communism. They
resist it, and to fight for fllll rights for all the
have turned away even from militancy.
working people -- documented or undocumented,
Arid what are these, reformists promoting?
U.S.-born or foreign-born.
They are trying to, narrow down the struggle to
A movement is already beginning.
what is acceptable to the Democratic Party liberals
TherEI are th~ striking Latino immigrants at the
and the unton' bureaucrats, to tie the movement to
the coat tails of those very forces who were inUretek plant in New Haven and the Salvadoran im""
~trU:mental in passing the new anti-immigrant law
migrants at Erimco in San Francisco. They have
defied la Migra. They have gone on strike against
iq the first place.
,
the terrible conditions ana' against the firings~
They want to narrow down the fight to reformThey are struggling' to 'win their right to organize.
ing Simpson- Rodino, instead of building up the
o

as

,.'
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tions· ¥l not to ~ight them, is not to eliminate
. struggle agail').st it. They are preaching t~e illuthem. Oh no, they ~y, the sole issue is to guarcl.
- sion that some' immigrants can avo~d Itdi~crimina
against the sanctions causing "discrimination"
tion" and "abuse" while millions of other imagainst those becoming legalized, or who are almigrants are excluded, terrorized, and forced into
the- dark underground economy of capitalist ready ~egal immigrants, .or who are "foreign"-looking c i t i z e n s . "
slave-driving.
Now-we should remember that it was the AFL. They want to narrow'down the struggle and re-,
CIO bureaucrats who. for years. and years camplace mass actions with the three L's:
Lobbying congress for ref!orms in . paigned that there must be the most stringent employer sanctions to supposedly stop "foreign im-,
S impson- Rodino;
migrants from stealing Americin jobs".
.
Lawsuits against "discrimination";
Remember also that, when a few capitalis:t poliLicking the ass of the INS to get' money to
tiCians, from the Congress ion a, 1 Hispanic Caucus
becoine the advisors for legalization, to become
(these were bourgeois politicians who supported the
amnesty processors. Let me give you some examoverall intent of Simpson-Rodino) raised the 'conples of the dangerous course that these reformists
cern that employer sanctions might lead to disare' advocating.
crimInation against Hispanic citizens,' it was the
Democratic Pa,rty liberal Barney Frank who worked
What are ellJ)loyer sanctions for!
out a compromise. He came up with the supposed
anti-discrimination clause, which got the infamous
Take the fight against the employer sanctions
Simpson-Rodino l.aw passed.
set up by the Simpson-Rodino law. What are these
sanctions for? ..
The reformists parade the chauvinists as the
Their' £im is to encourage firings, to carry out '
~ionS of the immigrants
job' discrimination· against immigr'ants, to creat~
better conditions for la Migra raids on the facBut now various reformist for¥s are praising'
tories . and other work p"Iaces. This measure may
discourage some immigration~ But above all' it. is I these same AFL-CIO chauvinists and these saine
Democratic Party racists. They are dressing them
airited at terrorizing the immigrants, at keeping
them in constant fear of being caught, of being up in new clothes and parading them as if they
fired, of being deported. This is, t?drive them were the greatest champions of the rights of the
immigrants.
into even' more terrible conditions of super-ex,
Look at the_pro-Soviet rev'isionists of the. "Li~e
,ploitation.
'
of March" group.
They hail the Congressional
Look at the workers at, the Uretek plant ·in
Hispanic Caucus (which they euphemistically call
New Haven., The capitalists there, in tlleirproduction drive for 'the Pentagon, have been systemati- - "immigrant rights forces") for its past 1I1obbying
effort~" against "discrimination". And they jumped
cally poIsoning the workerS with highly toxic
up and down with enthusiasm for Barne~ Frank
chemical solvents. Not only are the immigrant~
when ,he "came to town recently to campaign for
forced to work 12 hours a day with no lunch
Harold Washington •.
break, not only are. t:hey paid on,ly $4..50 an hour,
Meanwhile, the official pro-Soviet revisionists
not only are they left without health care, but
of the Communist Party, .USA are carrying articles
now half of the Uretek workers have come down
promoting\the AFL-CIO's lawsults and legal maneuwith hepatitis and other serious liver ailments from
vers to IIprevent job discrimination" and to monitor
the aQuse of the capitalists. How did the capitalists hope to get B;way: with these murderous condi- . agairtst "abus~sll imder employer sanctions. For.
their 'part, the Maoist revisionists of the League of
tions? They counted on the terror of la Migrato
keep the workers from protesting, to keep them
Revolutionary Struggle carried an interview with
from organizing, to keep them fromfighting.the vice-president of the United Farmworkers
union, Dolores Huerta, proinoting the UFW' s supThis is what Simpson- Rodino and its employer
sanctions hopes to reenfor~e in work places across posedly bold fight to beg the INS, to "get money
allocated to watch implementation of the regulathe country. Only by defying 'the law, by defying
the terror, can the workers organize and fight· tiomill •
back., Obviously we must fight against this law.
However, these liberal Democrats and union
.
.
I
hacks aren't interested in fighting against employer sanctions. No, their talk of monitoring against
Can one persecute the immigrants. without
discrimination is aimed at hoodwinking the imdiscrimination?
migrants, qUieting protests, and ensuring the suc,But the liberal Democrats and the union bureaucess of the employer sanctions, sanctions which
crats are saying that the issue, with employer sancthey eith~r openly ~upport or quietly sympathize
I

I

.

I
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with.
And the reformists are trying to narrow
down the opposition to employer sanctions to exactly what is acceptable to these capitalis~ polith
cians;' and· union chiefs.
LiSten to . what the LRS, for example, says in
their . February 2' paper. They say, "We I).eed to
create °a strong mechanisIP [referring '\0 legal
briefs and 'lobbying --' WAS] for flagging and
documenting discrimination arising from employer
sanctions." Now this is exactly what theo API-CIOo
bureaucrats and the Democratic Party libera~s are
calling for in order to ward off ,militant' mass,'actions, to stop the, fight to combat and eFminate
employer sanctions altogether. The LRS is just o
echoing them.
But then the LRS goes farther.
They claim,
"This is the only basis for defeating sanctio:ns" -for dE~featingsanctions, can you imagine that?!
4.nd why, because, they say, "the new law provides
for formal review of the impact of sanctions and
provides for their abolitiop if too much discrimination results." This is not just legalis~ic drivel. It
is an outrage.

againstfiririgs and job discriminat~on against the
legal im,migrants and citizens.
What is needed ,~s to build up the mass struggle
against the fir-ings and the di.~crimination against
the immigrants, no matter their lega'! status. And
what is needed is to organize these mass actions
as part of 08., moverrtent against the Simpson-Rodino
outrage and for full rights to all immigrants.

0

0

Discrimination is the heart of the
, S:irrpwn-Rodino law,
The Simpson-Rodino law -- inclucting it~ employer sanctions provision -- is one giant case of
discrimination. Its dec::lared purpose is to deprive
millions and millions of undocumented workers of
the right to earn a living. MoreovElr, it is written
right into 'tl1e law that tJi~ immigrants legalized
under the amnesty are to be discriminated against
in e~er.y way. Even in 'hiring, the law says em-'
ployers can discriminate against these immigrants
in favor of citizens and other legal resident~. Yet
the LRS 'claims that not only cal).' the law be used
to fight discrimination, it can eve.n be used to
defeat employer san~tions. Such is the extreme
nonsense that the reformists are resorting to in'
order to narrow down the struggle and subordinate
the movement to the chauvinist ,union bureaucra1;s
and liberal Democrats.
, We b~lieve that the firings and job discrimil1ation against citizens and legal immigrants milst be
fought. But it is pure illusion to think that these
outrages can be stopped and prevented by relying,
on lobbying <;>r lawsuits and without the mass
strugl?;lle. Moreover, it is absurd to think that the
rights .of the legalized can be protected as l~ng as
the 'un.documented· are barred from having' ....any
rights.' By narrowing down the fight.to supposedly
guarding against "discrimination" and "abuses'" in
theenj~orcement of employer sanctions, the reformists 'are giving up the fight to eliminate employer
sanctions and to defend the undocumen1;ed workers.
What's more they are also ,weakening the fight
0

0

•

0

,

.
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Amnest1is ~ sugarcoating

But let me go on to another example of how
the reformists are trying to narrow down and hold
back the fight· in defense of the immigrants. Let.
us look at the"question of amnesty.
Arrm.'esty is the sugarcoating to ,try and make
the oworkers acceptth~ bitter pill of the vicious
Simpson-Rodino attacks on the immigrant workers.
It provides a humanitarian 'cover for the law's vi~
cious repression~
And· this is how the liberal
Democrats and union bureaucrats are trying to
reconcile the masses to this racist law.
The
measures to, increase the size and force of la
'Migra, to. utile ash greater deportations" to
militarize 'the border, to step up firings and job
discrimination against millions and millions of undocumented workers -- all of this, they saYl is
supposed to be okay because at least some will get
amnesty.
But just take a look at the estimates of how
few people the Qourgeoisie, intends to' grant'am, nesty to. In Chicago it is estimated that there, are
from 250,006 to 500,000 undocumented warokers.
°Reportediy the INS expects tOgTant amnesty to
only a few tfiousand and at moSt :3~,oo6 of these
Workers. That means that a minimum ot from 87%
to 94% of the undocumented. will be excluded from
amnesty. That means that at most only 6 to 13%
will be allowed, into the amn,esty program.
'
Of course 'we would be in favor of winning full
rights for even 6% of the undocumented, but amnesty does not irant full rights. Those few who
get amnesty, won't even be granted permanent
residency status .for 18, months~ And if they get
through the traps to reach tl1at level, they face at
least another three and a half years of secondclass status' Where they' will be barred from unemployment insur'ance, food stamps, medical care
and other sociaLservices.' They will be legally discriminated against" on the job and in 'hiring. They
will be barred from bringing their undocumented
husbands or wives and children to live with, them.
They will be hound~d by la Migra and depor°t"ed for
even the' most, minor infraction of the strict am-'
nesty regulatiolls. In short, they will suffer as a
specially oppressed section,of workers deprived of
-,heir rights.
So what is amnesty? It is a JUStification for
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terror against the immigrants; a justif'icatIon for' narrow "limnesty"? How is dignity to be obta:ined
attacks on millions and millions of undocumented; a
out of this Viciol,lslybppressive "amnesty"? The
justification for creating a smaller strata of "am- road to, these grand promises is to beg the ,INS for
nestied" immigrants who, are kept without .rights 'money so that the reformist community grQU~S,
and under the barbaric' control of the INS.
churches, andcer.tain unions can become middletnen
Our Party believes that those immigrants who
in the legalization process.
,
want ~o attempt to take advanta.ge of the amnesty
A typical example· of the reformists'appr~l;lch
-- those who understand fully the restrictions, 'can be, found in the latest issue of the paper of
hassles, 'and dangers involved -- they should do so.
the League of Revolutionary Struggle. There they
For some, amnesty may' proyide a degree of ,relief
report the complaints of the libe.'al Mexican Amerfrom the· hunted status of the undocumented.
ican Legal Defense and Eduction Fund -- com,However, in no way should th~s fact be used to
plaints that the INS -is refusing 1;0 pay "start-up'
trim down' and give up the.fight against the costs" and is paying too little (only $15) to reimthoroughly racist, thorougply anti-immigrant,
burse these groups for processing an amnesty ap. Simpson-Rodino law.
plication~
And wha~are we to do? LRS says' go,
ll , J;>ut in law suits -- in short, go'
"lobby
dongress
..
I'
Theyre for a "broad interpretationbeg the government tq make the INS give out more
money.
But surrender to anti-itnmigrant chauvinism is
So, this is what the fight is being narrowed
exactly what the liberal Democrats and the union
down to. Not a battle against Simpson-Rodino.
honchos are preaching. They are trying to paint
Not a battle for full rights for all immigrants. But
up the "amnesty" in rosy colors. They are saying ,"struggling" to get the INS to cough up more
that the only issue is to work for "fair implemen-' 'money to let the reformists become social agenCies,
tation" and a. "broad .interpretation" of the law. If
to become amnesty processors.
that, is done, thEhy say, then this amnesty will be
With this approach it is little wonder that
the "first step" to an "expanded amnesty,". an am-:
there's
major driVe under way among reformist
nesty that will bring "legalization with dignityll.
groups to look respectable in the eyes of the INS.
Union bigshots, like the president of' the InI-t is little wonder that they've become- allergic to
ternational Ladies Garment Wor):<ers' :Union, may mass protests (angry' demonstrations are not the
complain that the law "falls short of the union's
way to curry business with the INS). It is little
goals" • But then he goes on to praise it as the
wonder that they are becoming allergic to the true
, "tirst step toward achieving a nationalimmigrati6h communists, like those of the MLP, who are workpolicy in the great trltdition of pro,viding a haven ing for' a militant mass strllggle a.gainst Si':llp8onfor ref:uge~swho fac~ oppression an&! explOitation
Rodino. (The Marxist-Leninists are not respectable
in their native countries". Ah yes, America the either; association with them may hurt chances'
beautiful -- America of the deportation raids, the
for more money from the INS)'. The fight against
firings, the harassment, the, super-exp,loitation.
Simpson- Rodino, the fight for full rights for the _
Here's what the, union hacks promote.
immigrants, is being sO,ld out for 30 pieces of silWe've also, heard flunkies of the Democratic' ver.
Party right here in Chicago, like leaders of the
UNO [United Neighborhood Organizations], glorying
FuU,rights for all immigrant workers! \
about how they "have always believed this country
was magnanimous to the wretched, the poor, the
From the examples I've mentioned it should be
hungry.!." And they declare that, "Still for others
clear that if we are to build up a movement of
that dream will have real possibilities with the ammass struggle against the ~nfamous anti-immigrant
nesty law... "
law; if we are to build a movement that can resist
For the uniori hacks, for the liberal ~mocrats, the law, tl)at can defy the terror, that can raise
and their tail-wagger~, the only issue is to ensure the struggle to win full right,S for all immigrants;
what they call "fair implementation"of the law, or
then we must work to expose and combat 'the
"the broadest' interpreta~ion" of the law, or "legaltraitorous role of the reformists.,
ization with dignity".
We say NO! to tailing after the racist Democrats
and the chauvinist union hacks. Build the
"
,
Which means getting the INS
, independent movement of th~ workers!
to fund the reformists
We say NO! to replacing the mass struggle with
reformist playacting at lobbying, lawsuits, 'and
"A.nd how is "fairness" t~ b~ g~tten ~ut of this ' licking the ass of the INS. Organize militant mass
thoroughly discriminatory "amnesty"? I How is , actions to ,resist, protest, and beat back the at"broadness" to be gotten out of this extremely tacks on the immigrants!

a

\.
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can .liberate our entire class from the ravages of
the capitalists and their whole racist, chauvinist,
exploiting' system.
, Tonight we celebrate May Day.
Tonight we
celebrate th,e intern~tiopa,l solidarity of the workers or" the world~ Tonight let us rededicate ourselves to building up the revolutionary Party of
the working class in the course of milittmt mass
struggle. Let us raise' our voices:

"We say NO! to narrowing the struggle topiddling reforms in Simpson-Rodino.
Down with
Simpson-Rodino! Full rights to . the immigrants!.'
Our Party, the Mai'Xis t-Leninist Party, has /il'"
ways stQod by the immigrants and' we will not
leave their side today. This is because our Party
is a revolutionary party, a party based, in the'
working class, a party guided by the science of
Marxism-Leninism.
Our Marxist-Leninist theory
teaches us proletarian internationalism; it teaches
us to fight for the rights of the oppressed as an
essential condition for uniting our' class, for welding it into a powerful force that can not only win
rights for nationalities and\ immigrants, but that

No to the firings!
No to the deportations!
No to the dirty,Sinpson-Rodino law! .
Full 'rights' to 'the immigraIits!
Workers of the world, unite!

<>

On nBOlsbevikTendencys" Polemic against our Party:

TROTSKYISM TRAILS ll( TBEWAKE OF REFORMISM

politics in "Marxist- L~ninist" or "com-'
munist ll :or "anarchist" colors. (Their r.epudiation \
or llliquidation" of revolutionary'worI.c in favor of
merging with"the liberals, trade union bureaucrats,
and social-democrats, ,their attempts to wipe out
any tradition ,of revolutionary spirit and struggle,
their denigration of party-building 'and the struggle
to' build up, an independent workink class move-'
ment, is why we call them liquidators.)
It turns out ~hat the Trotskyites "are part of
this reformist and liquidationist swamp~ Some of
them, like the' SWP, have been openly vying for
liberal support for a long time. The BT, on the
other hand, tries to look more leftist~ II! claims,
in its article on us, that the BT too is disgusted
at the bowing and scraping before the. Democratic
Party. But, in essence, the BT's version of united
frqnt tactics is just as servile before the liberals
and the union bureau~rats as that of the other
reformists.
Th,us the' BT has no heart for a real fight
ag/iinst the reformists, a fight conducted in the
thick of the mass struggle. Its strategy is to win
over various of the larger reformist or reviSionist
groupings; and it prides itself on the analysis that
the reformists and union bureaucrats, despite their
treacherous nature, will allegedly sooner or later

:r~forrnist

The so-called llBolshevik Tendency" (BT) originated as a split from another Trotskyist group,. the
notorious Spartacist League., The third issue of
BT's paper 1917 (spring 1987) contains an article
opposing the stand of our Party on united front
tactics. The article claims to agree with our stand
against reformist gravitation around the Democrat:ic Party. And it claims to agree with ourcri'ticism
of the rightist errors of the Seventh, World, Congress of the C. I. of 1935 on united front tactics.
However, the BT claims ,that our stands are
fIa wed because we oppose Trotskyism. This error
is supposed to 'II weigh like a nightmare!! on our
brain.
The, truth is the exact opposite. It is impos.sible to take a consistent revolutionary stand, a
consistent stand for class struggle, without
staunchly opposing Trotskyism. It is impossible to
carry through the struggle against reformism, liberalism' and revisionism without opposing Trotsky:"
ism. (Even the BT has to spend much ,of its time
attacldng other Trotskyites for reformism.) And it
is impossible. to uphold Leninism without opposing
Trotskyism.
Today the struggle to uphold revolution and
Marxism-Leninism requires opposing liquldationism.
The l:lquidators dress. up liberal bourgeois and
.j

' .

.

1

I

,
I

have to defend various class interests of the workers.
,.
.
. ,
In these 'things, the BT is just repeating the
fashionaple liquidationist gospel, with the eXbeptiol'l
that the BT tries to make this flabby liquidationism appe~r leftist.
BT's leftism consists in
verbal turns· of phrase and in denouncing vari0':ls
mass struggles. "I'hus BT thirlks it is very revolutionary and very protound to denounce various
struggles and mass movements because they are not
able to bring the socialist revolution by themselves
and at once. It thinks that 1t is very revolutionary and profound to denounce the MLP of NicaraKua for the protracted work of bu~lding up revolutionary organization instead of immediately; hocuspocus, .uniting large masses at once \and ~stablish
ing the revolut~onary Sov~ets. It seems BT will be
revolutionl;lry on the .day that the entire working
, class rises up and overthrows the capitalists, but
until then it disdains the self-sacrificing work of
revolutio,naryorganizing and prefers to' scheme of
how to link up with the reformists and labor bureaucrats.·
•(
The BT's ·revolutionism is pur~ly verbal. The
gist of their politics is to denounce the hard wox:k
of building up independent revolutionary <:>rganization. The cryptic title of their polemic against u~
"The MLP's Stalinist Pyrite/The Myth of the :rhird
Period''', refers to tneir opposition to the Communist Internationalis stand prior to the Seventh World
Congress of 1935, and our stand today, for building
up independent revolutionary organization, ~'hichin
their termiIiology is "Third Period" politics,one, of
the worst Trotskyite no.;.no's.
. ,
,

BT Banks on'1he Reformists and Revisionists
/

"

"

The BT tries to promote itself as the revolutionary critic of reformism and revisionism. It
cries out again and again against "popular fron-,
tism", it talks in the name of 'the working class
and of building a revolutionary party, it demands
immediate. revolution from others, etc.
But the real strategy
of .the BT in various
.
t
.
struggles
to try to make lihks to the various
reformists which it denounces. Whether it is the
anti-apartheid solidarity movement on campus or
. the struggle against U. S. intervention in Central
America, the BT judg~s events and mass actions on
whether they are useful for attracting the revisionists of the pro-Soviet CPU SA, the reformist
leadership of CISPES,' etc.
For example, consider their ~tand in the Con.:.
tragate Action Committee in the San Francisco Bay
Area. The CAC was formed at a time when'many
activists were fed up with the stand of the 'reformists in opposing militant struggle. The activists
wanted to do something 'real. So the situation was

is.
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ripe for the CAC to appeal ,to the activists to take
part in some militant demonstrations. In parti:cular, the CAC called actions against the presence
of the CIA's Southern Air Tr~sport at Oakland
airport •.
The first actions of the CAC were successfql,
and they attracted a n'\lmber of activists. But this
did not satisfy) the BT or some other leaders of
the CAC, which right from the start became skep,,:
tical of. the demonstrations., They viewed the actions' basically simply as something with which to
have a barga'ining chip wfth CISPES and tp.e other
reformist l?iroups. They did, not see any point in
the hard 'work of building up a militant trend in
the movement or judge the numbers and success of
the actions'o.n that 'basis; as we shal,l see, the BT,
in its thebretical st'ary.ds, denounces this type of
thing as "gradualism". Instea9- the BT and "left"
trotskyites worried about .Whether' the numbers
would ap.Real to the reformist leaders.
, The m~in CAC leadership 9.id not fight the boycott of ,the' CAC actions by the ref ormists. . In~
stead it' promoted the very reformist organ,izations

On nBolshevik T~dencyn:
TROTSKYISM TRAILS IN THE WAKE ~F REFORMISM
i
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,that opposed its militant acticins. It allowed these
organizations to take a place of honor on the
speakers' lists, even though such reformist groups
brought no one t6 the demonstrations ,but {the,
speaker themselves., ,So instead of exposing :the
treachery of the reformist boycott, the BT helped
the reformists cover thi,s, treachery up, and e,veri
promote themselves at the very actions that ,they
opposed. And the BT and some other CAC leaders
made plans' to further pursue the opportunist
groUps. These "outreach" plans were not aimed at
contact with the rank-and-file' mem~ers, but at,.
wooing the reformiE!t leadership~
This has led these CAC leaders into passivity
and, depression.

of the 'masses. These were the pre-arranged symbolic arrests, carefully sE(t up with the police and
the press, and designed to be all show and no substance. As we sqall show, theBT finds ,something
futile in the militant struggles at Berkeley campus
and elsewhere, but aren't the publicity stunts of
Congressman Hayes, and the other liberals just
wonderful?
I

The labor
b~ucrats
too' are 'SlJR.lOsed to play
,
, I
'
,
a role
'

I

,

\

I

Even the Democratic Party liberals

/

This pursuit of tbe reformists can even lead BT
to get enthusiastic about Democratic Party lip era Is.
The BT claims in its article that it stands opposed
to those are "oriented to the Democrats'" or' who
"respond to the grav~tational attraction of the
Demo'crats". But the BT's practice is the opposite
of its revolutionary pretensions.
-. For example, consider the BT's f1tand on the.
workers' boycott of South African cargo that took
place in 1985 on the San Francisco"waterfront. In'
writing about'thtS, the "External Tenden,cy"(th,e
previous name of the BT) forgot all' about the need
to oppose the. liberals. Inste,ad it wrote that
" ••• Eve~ thebla'ck congr~ssional caucus
got behind the boycott. Representative
Charles Hayes of IllinOis,' who had been,
arres,ted at the· South African' embassy ,in,
Wash,ington fa .few days earlier, gave a
press conference at a noon-hour demonstration in front of the oitic'es of the
Pacific Maritime Association (PMA--the
employers' association)' on 28 November
in an effort to help break a partial
media blackout.
Black Democrat Ron
Dellums, a congressman from Oakland,
sent a statement of solidarity, and
donated the time of several of his staif
·to. help publicize the action." (I'll-Day'
Anti-Apartheid. Struggle :on San FI-an,cisco Docks", Bulletin of the External
TEmdency of the 1ST, No.4, May, 1985,'
p. 22)
The article had no criticism of what the liberal
De'mocrats of the. Congressional Black Caucus stood
for. It did not show what treacherous patli t1;1e
liberals advocated in the struggle. indeed, as we
see frclm the quote above, it even waxed enthUSiastic about the "mink-coat" protests in Washington
D.C.,
which
were the focal point of the'
attempts
.
I
"
of the liberals to parade themselves as th~ friends
I

The same thing goes for the labor Jmreaucrats.
The BT c,an criticize them or write this or that
theoretical fopnulation against them. It can even,
go 'on and on about ,this or that crime of the bur, eaucrats.
But it is all play-acting. For BT's
'strateiu{ is that, as the masses rise, the laQor bureaucrats will ,play an imPoJ,'tant role on the side of
, the workers."
,
Here is' an e~ample of how the BT thinks work, ing class struggle takes place. The BT gave this
example in ,a passage explaining their views of
work in the trade unions today and what they
mean when they say II'the trade-union bureaucracy
has within it contradictory elements."
"John L. Lewis was J bureaucrat who,
for decades, broke strikes and, purged
reds and other militants. In the 1930s
however, he broke with the entrepched
craft unionists .of the AFL and spear(
headed the creation t:>f the CIO -- the,
great~st br~akthrough to date in American labor ~story~ The .fact that he did
so largely to contaIn the labor rebellion
which communists 'were intersecting ,
~oesn't ,change the fact that he gave
enormous impetus to industrial uni~ism
, 011 this ,f!ontinent. II ("Reply to [the Spar, tacist L!'lague's article] Cream Puffs"',
Bulletin 'Of the External Tendency, No.' 3,
May 1984, pp. 33-4)
As 'a matter, of fact, the BT'sassessment of
,John Lo' Lewis is absolutely wrong. De&pite all the
BT's cursing of the CPUSA's "popular' front ism",
this is precisely the same assessment as the
CPUSA. itself and its notorious revisionist leader
Earl Browder gave; As a matter of fact, 'the role
of ,John L. Lewis, and other CIP bureaucrats was to
ensure that the great labor'revolt of the 1930' s did
not give rise to class struggle unions but was
channelled into tame, pro-capitalist unions, The
working class is still suffering from this today.
(See, for example, The cpuSA's work in auto and
the change in line of the mid-1930's ·in the March
20, 1987 issue' of the Workers' Advocate Supplement.)
,
But the important.point is that this is BT's idea

I
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of how struggle will take place today. W~th eOf course the BT 'insists that, it giv~S' no supnough petitions, enough pressure, etc., some of the port to the revisionist bureaucracy. Never, never,
, bureaucrats will jump in to champion working class
never! . But this is just typical Trotskyite
interests. BT 'will, 'of course, 'say that the bureau- hypocrisy. The BT even has codified such hypoccrats have their own reasons for doing this, but
risy in various formulas. For example, it talks of
BT's idea is precisely to base itse!:f on hoping for
offering flmilltary, but not political, support" to
this event. BT's regards it as the height of wisvarious forces. For the BT, the use of fire and
dom to believe that the bureaucrats' own reasons
sword has nothing to do with politics, which only
will lead them ,to be 'of some use to the work:ing
concerns phrasemongering and resolutions. The BT
class. '
is very finicky' about revisionism, until the talk
Th~s, will the bureaucrats help out the antiturns to sticking a bayonet in the guts of Afghans
apartheid movement? BT writes, that
'
and Poles. ,Marxist-Leninists may think tha.t waf
"A larger active base ,of support in the
and armed struggle are the continuation of politics
" local would have greatly i!'J.creasedpresby other, i.e. violent,. means.
But for the BT
sure on both the local and: the internaTrotskyites, guns and bayonets 'have nothing to do
tional bureaucrats to come out and ,offiwith politics and political support.
cially sanction the bC?ycott./I '("11- Day
'The BT regards these stands as among the cruAn ti-Apartheid Struggle ••• ", Ibid., p. 23)
cial tests of real Trotskyism. It luis an article enBT has the mechanical view that all it takes' is
titled "Poland 1981:
acid test for Trotskya little more pressure to make the bureaucrats
ists/'l'heses on Solidarnosc" in ,the third issue of
serve the interests of the working class. They 1917. The BT is so eager to offer military support
suggest that, "even a relatively small formation of I for the Russian army-- in Poland that -it endorses
a half-dozen or so class-conscious union members' the very thought of such action. It writes
... functionirigas the left wing of the bloc which
"Had, the USSR intervened' (as was
carried out the boycott" could have resulted in
widely projected) in the fall of 1981,
"the un.i.on" defeating the ,employers and the court
Trotskyists would have critically supinjunction against. the action. (Ibid.) "The bloc"
porte9- this for the same .reason 'they
which was to do this included the union bureaucriticaily suppo:cted the actions of the
crats and liberal politiCians from the Congressional
Poli~h Army in December of that year."
Black Caucus.,
(From Point 8, p. 12)
TlUs is behind the BT's constant preoc'cupation
And look at Afghanistan. The Afghani people
with resolutions to the trad.e union btJreaucrats i
are caught between a brutal Russian occupation
Naturally the proper use of resolutions in the
and 'a savage CIA war which encompasses most of
trade Jmions can have value in encouraging: discus-. ,the resistance. Instead of demanding setf-detersion and action'among the workers, provided such mination for the Afghani people, the BT jumps in
resollltions are simply an, appendage to the real or- • to defend the occupation, of Afghanistan by fire
ganizing of the working class. ,But BT, on the
and sword.
contrary, has real,hopes that. ~he bureaucrats will
step in to save the day and spread the struggle.
Opposing party-building 88 "gradualism"
Giving "militaQ- SUWOrt" to revisionism

Although. the BT talks a lot about building' a
"working class party", they have actually given up
The BT not only looks to the reformists and party-:-building in all but name.
Their idea of
revisionists in the U.S.,' but lays great stress 'on building ,a party is uniting together factions from
its defense of Russian revisionism as well. Oh yes,
various reformist and rev'isionist groups. They are
BT can gp on and on against the crimes of revi- , completely 'absorbed by speCUlations about the, resionism., But the bottom line is the e~act opposite: ' tormists and revisionists. They denounce the hard
support for revisionism. For example, it defends
work of independex;tt revolutionary organizing, the
the brutal military actions of, the Russian revisionwork of bringing forwar.d revolutionary actIvists
ists in Afghanistan and, it ,says it \Y0uld defend from among the masses, as "gradualisrb.".
Russian military actiqn in Poland. It sta~es:
The BT replaces party-building by what they'
"We side militarily with the Stalinists
call "revolutionary regroupment". They state that
, against both the' capitalist~restorationists
"This perspective [revolutioJ?,aryregroupof Solidarnosc and the Islamic feudalists
ment] is counterposed to the primitive,
fighting to preserve female chattel slav, gradualist notion that a proletarian vanery ,in Afghanistan." ("BL/BTT fusion
guard, party crui be crea!ed by simple
document/For Trotskyism!"; 1917" No.3,
linea:r recruitr:nEJUt of raw individuals~ .. '
Spring 1917, p. 20)
"The regroupment strategy is predi-
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cated on the fact that centrist and ·even
didn't stop at· denouncing the anti-apartheid movereformist organizations are internally
ment, but directed its rhetoric against mass movecontradictory.
• •.• Consequently, even
merits in general. The leaflet stated that-:
thoroughly rotten pseudo-socialist forrna. "Historicaliy, movements are shorttions periodicallYI develop' internal op- . ,
lived •... Movements, any movement, r~positions ... political'regroupment is the
crtiiting to a.single issue is by definition
process of sorting out such contradic- I
reformist,seeking piece-meal to change
.tions by recomposing the preexisting'
thIs or that. aspect of sQciety."
formations ... and uniting the revolutlon,What marvelQus revolutionarfes the BT are!
ists in a single organization. II (" TrotWhen it comes to dealing with the real liberals and
skyists Fuse!", 1917, #3, Spring 1~il7, p"
reformists, such as th;e Black Congressional Caucus,
5) .
'
..it . is pleased th.at they took part in the "mink·The ·BT understands little about party-building. coat" demonstrations.' But when it comes to the
other than the question 'of numbers. So it deactivist students who fight with determination ana.
nounces the Lenin'ist conception of party-building
militancy, the students who risked getting kicked
as "simple linear recruitment" ~ Instead it puts its
and beaten and ::Jlandereti and expelled and imhope in big spl~ts from tq.e reformists and "pi;eudo- prisoned, then BT discovers that the movement as
socialist formations". 'Naturally, liere too. its a whole is "reformist" by its very nature.
strategy is not. aimed at protracted work from be- .
B'l"s disgraceful attitude to struggle
low, work with tIle individual activists under the
influence of the reformists; presumably tp,at J;oo
~d self-sacrifice
wo'uld be "simple linearrecr.uitment". No, it hopes,
And look at·the BTls attitude to the "aggresfor ready-made "internal oppositions".
sive, dramatic demonstrations" and "s~lf-sacdficing
This, by the way, is what is I;>ehind the tactics
and physically courageouJ individual militants in
it follows in thE} Contragate Action Qommittee of
direct confrontation with armed cops": . Oh yes,
having ,the. GAG leadership woo the leadership of
the big reformist groups. It doesn't, concentrat.e . BT's leaflet says, this is "admirable", but really
"except for satisfying the good feeling'
on developing a movement 0f the activists at the
.that one gets having done something'
base. It is under the "gravitational attraction" tlf
the reformist leaderships and the size and,connec: J this course ~s ultimately a. dead end ••• "
, '(Emp~asis as in ,the original)
tions of the reformist groups.
,'" "lt~ disgraceful to hear self-proclaimed revoluOf course, should a revolutionary internal opposition develop in a reformist organization; this ti(),!1slies tall< this way. This is 'similar to 'the lanwould be a good thing. BUt BT banks evE!tything i ·guEige . iIi whiCh Reaganite college administrators
modk the' activ.iststudents.
It chalks up the
on this. Furthermore, if the true revQlqtionary
despises the "gradualism" of having faith in tlie \ movement t<;) the psychological needs of the protesters.
strength 'of independent revolutionary organization,
This denigration .ot struggle is not an accident.
the "gradualism" of, bUildi.ng its ties amoi).g the
Another leaflet by the l,3T, this time on the campus
masses and of qarrying out actions, then such
anti-militarist struggle, put it this way:
"revolutionaries" would be despised as useless-. . "Militant actions, without a working
and justly so -- by any sincere and. honest ele-'
class bal'1~, ... WhiIe often commendable
ments that arise in· a reformist. organization or
,arid supportable ~re not enough by
anywhere else.
themselve~.
Too, frequently ·the brutal
state apparatus simply crushes them and
BTversus' the· movement
lives for another day. Participants in
these mQvements for militant mass aation
Instead of fighting reformism in the mass strugare left beaten, arrested and sometimes
gle, the BT banks on the labor buteaucrat~; the
jailed with no means of defense, and the
refotmists, and the liber·als. How then is the BT
movement is dispersed." "("R.O.T.C. OFF
to look. leftist? One' of its methods is by attacking the movement itself.
.
,
CAMPUS!
SMASH U.S'. IMPERIALISM!",
March 11,1987) ,
Consider the movement against apartheid at' the
. The . BT, apparently believes that dedication,
Berkeley campus. The· BT put out a leaflet encourage "and self-sacrifice are not needed for the
titl,ii;d "Not the movement' but a; ~volutio~par
the leaflet, goes .on to add, all it
tyr' . Instead of showing how. reformism manifests l'evoluti()n.
takes is. a "wor~ip.g ,class base", by whiC?h they
itself in the movement and how to rally the activii;ts against it, the BT denounced the whole presumably mean a few resolutions demandIng that
mOVHment as tainted and wrongl1eaded. . And it \ the trade .unionbureaucrats endorse an action, and
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presumably there need be ho 'worry about being
Nor is it a defect in the anti-apartheid struggle
beaten, ,arrested and jaHed.' Presumably the "brutal on campus that prevents ~t from oveDthrowing capstate aPparatus" lV0rirt dare "live for another day"~.
italism. Only a soc,ialist revolution can overthrow
And, wait a moment. Take the strike' struggle,' cap,italism. But there will be no socialist revolua struggle which eertalnly has 'a "working class
tion tf all the partial struggles, all the various
base". Don't the strikers face beatings and arrests . C(urrentsof revolt and indignation by the masse1:\,
and blacklists and extreme hardship? And take
are given up because none'of them 'by themselves
revolution itself. Is proletarian revo lution possible can overthrow capitalism.
.
without the spirit of 'courage and self-sacrifice
No single action by itself, no strike, no demon.....
gripping the masses? It is one thing to discUss
stration, no profound movement of the. working
what type of struggle should be waged at 'any m~":'
masses, will bririg down oapitalism. Bht if the
mente It is another to promise, as" BT essentially
worlCing class and the progressive activists 'sit on
does ,in these leaflets; that the sV4gg1e c'anbe
their hlmds waiting for the great days of revoluwaged without militancy ait.d courage.
This is
tion, they will never see. them.
.
indeed, the new type of revolution, the Trotsky~st
Th~ BT is incapable of rallying the activists and
revolution, revolution the easy way, revolution on masses against the reformist sabotage of, the antithe cheap, made by phrases, without the need to ' a,Partheid ' movement, or student· movement,' or
,confront the class ~nemyand suiter beatings, setmov~ment against inteI1vention in CentraliAmerica.
backs, or persecution of any: type.
So it replB;ces this with critiCizing the mass strug-:-'
And the leaflet has the gall' to counterpose to
gles for not immediately bringing. revolution. This'
struggle and self-sacrifice the need for "a sedous
is a sign of the BT's inability to de'll. I with any
professional political combat,' party". - All, the 'serious question of mass struggle or of revolutiongiorious Trotskyist' "co"mbat party" -,;. 'a "combat
~ry strategy and tactics.
'
party" that is scared of the ;first s.ign of political
combat.
Does the class struggle create illUSions
And the more you look !it the B-r: leaflets on
in the capitalists?
the struggle at Berkeleyj the worSe they look.'
The anti-apartheid movement at Berkel~y hadn't
But the BT has yet another'charge against the
made the mistake' of encouraging useless sac!;,ifices. lanti-apartheid movement. It denounces the strugIt had simply risen up against the reformist 'kowgle for divestment •. After all, it says,
towing to the powers-that-be. 'Its inilitancy i'lnd
"Those who attempt to pressure the
daring had been one of its strong points.", ~ ~e:
banks, the corporations and the univercoiling againsi!the militanoy of the arlti-ap~rtheid'
sities to dxvest their South African hold,movement, the B1' had joined its "revolutiori~ry"
ings app~al to the morality' of an irnphrases with the' propagand/i against the activists
., moral social. ·stratu~n...,-the big capital-'
by the most soldout and reformist elements.
ist.s--which enriches itself from the'
,

I

I

I
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BT denounces the mOveinent for not
bringing immediate revolution

BT naturally paints up its denunciation 'Of the
m6vement in revolutionary colors. IWhy, the problem is that the anti-apartqeid movement can't
bring revoluti0!1. The BT thinks it is V,f~ry pro"found to pontificate that
"The basically' middle-class student
movement cannot' stopapartheic;l in South
Africa, and it cannot overthrow capital-'
iSm here, because it haS no power to do
so." (Not the movement' but a revo,14tionary party!)
As a matter of fact, it ,\8 not a defect' in the,
anti- apartheid mOV~ment that prevents. it from
overthrowing white-minority rule in South Africa.
Only _ the revolution of the oppressed in .south
Africa:can accomplish that.
But the solidarity
around'the world can provide impOrtant support for
the revolutionary masses of South Africa.

blood-money sweated out .of the victims
of apartheid."
'
'~... The divestment demand reinforces
the. notion that thos'e who seek to end
apartheid can find friends in the corporate boardrooms and among Botha's
"
imperialist 8;11ies." ("Smash Apartheid!
\
\
. Workers td Power!1t 191.7, No.1, Winter,
1986, pp. 8, 8-9)
-Now.it is true that the 'liberals and reformists
promote the idea of the morality of the capitalists •
. .But BT instead denounces th,e divestment demand
in its'elf as' autbn;mtically liberal and reformist.
This is typioa.l of BT's method of denouncing the
movement as a whole.
And BT's logic is simply, wrong. Why should
the demand that the corporation? and the universities divest necessarily imply belief in the
morality of the ,capitalists? Why can't the strug-.
gle for divestment be used to expose the big capi. talists and their diehard efforts to maintain connections with the South African racists? Doesh't
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it depend on the trial of strength between reformism and 'class ,struggle whether illusions are
created?
After all, BT's argument that demands on the
corporations create illusions in the morality of t'he
capitalists could b~ used to denounc,e every single
demand of the working' masses:
Higher wages and better' working conditions.?
But are the big capitalists concerned:' for the welfare of the workers?
Better scl?:ools? But is the capitalist gov~rn
ment concerned with enlig\,ltening the workers or
stupefying them?
,
Fight against the U~S. dirty war against
Nicaragua? But is the U.S. government and the
Pentagon concerned for the self-determmation of·
the Nicaraguan people and will they give up their
counterrevolutionary drive for world hegemony?
Here is an example 'of how arbitrary and illogical BT's stand is:,
"Neither do we seek to pressure the imperialists to act morally' by dive~ting
nor by imposing sanctions on South
Africa •••. Our answer is to mobilize the
power of international labor in effective
class-struggle 'solidarity actions with'
South' Africa's black workers."
("For
Trotskyism!" 1917, no. 3, Spring 1987, p.
19)
So BTsays it supports such things as boycotts
of South African cargo. But such a boycott aims
to force. the shipping companies and doc):\: authorities. to refuse South African cargo., Are such big
capitalists;any more moral than the others? If BT
want!3~ to s?-y something nice about a struggl~, it
calls it an "effective solidarity action" •. But if BT
dislikes it, it is an attempt to make the. imperialists act morally.'

,
BT's liquid,ationism follows from its Tro1:§kyism
BT's. itquidationism
is not ·an accident. It is
,
based on its loyalty to Trotskyism. BT quotes
Trotsky's writings and studies Trotskyite texts.
Its views are not some arbitrary concoction~ but
are typical Trotskyism. BT is one variety.of the
Trotskyite trend,that we characterize,d in Jhe resolution "Against Trotskyism" of the Second Congress
of our Party. (See the Jan.1, 1984 issue of the
W6rkEll"S' Advocate, pp. 84-6.)
. FOlr example, in that resolution' we pointed out
that Trotskyism makes a mockery of the revolutionary teachings on the struggle. for partial
demands:
"On the one hand, Trotsky made use of
radical-sounding phrases to belittle th~
:importance to the revolutionary movement of ,the worker!3' struggles .for par-

I

tial demands and to denounce these
struggles as alleged manifestations' of
reformism. On the other liand, Trotsky
took up all the reformist utopias adv6cated by the social-democrats for patching up. capitalism. He painted up these
run-,of-the-m:~ll reformist' schemes as
being allegedly incompatible with capitalist rule ••. "
Apd BT has this problem as well. We have seen it
abDve with respect' to the student movement, where
tl;1e is~ue of partial demands also arises.
BT
denoun,ces the student movement •. Instead it demands a dIfferent struggle. Out of 'the blue, in an
utterly non-serious fashion, it puts forward the
utopia that
.
"On the campuses we must build_a workers, student and faculty alliance to expose and oppose education' under a capitalist system. This alliance would'take
contl'Q1 of the universities and run them
in the I interest of all working and oppressedpeople." ("R.O. T.C.off campus .•• ",
emphasis added).
Really?
Furthermore; BT both wants to "oppose
education' under a capitalist system" and to run
the universities under capitalism. Or are we to
believe that this alliance Would bring about socialism by taking o"er the universities?
BT shares reformist errors with the
Seventh World Congress of the C.I.'
BT's article on our Party claims to deal with
9ur analysis of the line of the world communist
movement in the 1930' s.·· But strangely enough, it
does its best, to leave aside the question of the
Seventh World Congress of the C.l. of 193.5. Yet
this was the conkress that changed the line of the
communist movement. This was the congress that
abandoned Leninist united front tactics. This is
the congress that is probably ,most widely discussed
-today because the revisionists and reformists use it
to justify spitting on Leninism and kowtowing to
the social-democrats, the Democratic Party liberals,
and the trade union bureaucrats.
Our Party has taken up the task of analyzing
the views put forward by the Seventh Congress.
These views' concern not just historical controversies, but vital issues that come up in organizing
today.
And we have brought to the fore those
aspects of the Seventh.Congress that touch on the
revolutionary controversies of today.
But the BT wants to stay as far away from our
analysis of' the Seventh Congress as a vampire
from a cross. They denounce our concern with the
Seventh Congress. - Why,,it allegedly had only
!Isymbolic importance", the r~al issue was the in-
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ter~ational maneuvering' between the Soviet Union the 'World communist movement after Trots~y was
and the imperialist countries, and anoth~r real
discredited. ,BT also has various typical antiissuew8.s the maneuvering between the various
Leninist theories beloved by Trotskyites, such as
factions
the' Soviet leadership, ~and anyhow IIcorutter confusion o~ partial demands, the denunciarect and incorrect ideas do not fall from· the sky".
tion.of bourgeois-democratic revolutions, difficulty
We, on the contrary, believe that the ideas that
in dealing with the national liberation movement,
.guide the working class movement are of vital im- 'etc. On these issues, the Trotskyites differed both
portance •. ' As Lenin said "Without a rev?lut!onary with the revolutionary views of the C.I. before the
.
I
,
theory, there can be no revolut.ionary movemept."
Seventh Congress and the mistaken views of the
(What,Is To Be Done?, Ch. I, Sec. D) And',irC.I. afterwards. In our article "Against the Trotres,pective of what other issues arise in the study skyite Critique of the Seventh Congress" in the
of the communist movement, it'is clear that united
May 1, 1985 issue of,· the Workers' Advocate
front tactics is one of the basic 'issues of commun-:Supplement we presented a general outline of the
ist tactics ahd strategy. '
overall relation of Trotskyism to he Seventh ConWe think' BT has a good reason to avoid lopking
gress.) ,
at the Seventh Congress. "Many of BT's most
cherished bits of wisdom and ways of arguing turn
BT prettifies. the social-democrats as
.out to be essentially the same as those used by
\ ~ti~fascists
the 'Seventh World Congress to defend reformist
errors._
No matter how much BT cries .about
Let's take a closer look at one of the key
"po,pular frontism", it can1t hide the reformist es- pOints of agreement between BT and the Seventh
sence of its politics. It turns out that Trotskyism,
Congres~: the issue of how to fight' fascism. I
far from being an alternative to the Seventh Con,The 'BT has its prescription for how to fight'
gress, duplicates various of its worst errors. "
fascism. To stop Hitlerite faSCism, in BT's ideas,
The Seventh C<?ngres~ abandoned the Len~nist
all it would have ,taken is making a. deal. with the'
struggle against social-democracy and reformism. . social-democrats. This would mean, more generClosing its eyes to the bitter experience of what
ally, 'that the anti-fascist fight Simply requires
the social-democrats and ,reformists ,were really
making a deal with the biggest reformist trend in
doing in the 30's, the Seventh Congress held that
one's own country.
. '\
social-democracy and reformism woulo. fight fas-' '
The BT' spends' some time in Hs articl~
cism. As we ·shall see, this is one of the fune'laborating on this. It leaps and dances about the
damental cornerstones of BT's views as 'well~
alleged crimes of the German communists,. They
The Seventh Congress denigrated the indepeI).dare said to have frivolously thrown 'away this goldent revolutionary work of the corpmunists as lefen key to the anti-fascist struggle. The BT is dis- '
tism and sectarianism. As we h~ve seen, the BT
creetly silent on how the social-democrats treated
ooes illso. It denounces Leninist party-building as
the communist united front proposals of 1932 and
"gradualism", and on~ of the corllerstones o~ its 1933.
.
~
article on us is denouncing independent Communist
This is. the ,same analysis given by the 8,eventh
work,
alleged "Third Period" sectarianism.
. C()ngress~ There is no basic difference. 'True, BT
, The Seventh Congress abandoned the emphasis , tries to paint the G~r,man communists even blac,ker
on the building up of proletarian unity from below
than the Seventh Congress did and is even tless
and sUbordinated. everything to the united front
serious.in anaty~ingthe German social-democrats.
from abov~.' The BT has. the same telldency. It But both aT and the Seventh Congress criticize
,banks on the winning over of large formations of
the German social-democrats (BT hardly spends 'any
reformists and revisionist~; it theorizes that the. 'time on this in their artiCle) and then suggest that
trade union bureaucrats and reformists will be
the social-democr.ats will fight .fascism anyway•
. forced by' circumstance to do something in the in';
'BT quotes Trotsky to prove that the socialterest; of, the workers; it denigrates the impo~ , '
democrats will. be forced by rirS!ur:nstances .to fight
tance of the work from below ds lIgraaualism"; and fascism. This bit of Trotskyite wisdom basically
it judges mass actions. and political' events by' boils. down to that, since the fascists were going
whether they attract the reformist'leaderships.
to persecute the. SOCial-democrats, the social(Naturally the BT, ~ike othef Trotskyites, does
democrats were going to ~ave to fight.'
have some differences with the Seventh Congress.
While it, agrees with the Seventh Congress in
How German social-democracy acted
parodyipg ,the history of the so-called "Third
in the face of the Hitler takeover
Period"~ it presents' things in an 'even more distorted form -- for the purpose df Trotskyist facThe problem is that Trotsky's mechanical
tionalism, it has to denounce everything done ,by ,. reasoning, had nothing to do with the actual his-
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tory of ,German social-democracy. The Germart ~otionf!." (Ibid.)
cial-democratic leaders had their own idea of how:
Wels also resigned from the executive of the
to deal with the fascist threat.
As socialsbcial-democratic" Second International in protest
democrats, they wished to avoid the rev01utionary
against "atrocity stories" against Hitler. One can
class struggle at all costs. Being in an alliance . see that the failure of the German social-demo-.
'with the bourgeoisie, tQ,ey simply sought to pave· crats to agree to a united front with the commwHitler brought into the same type of coalition pol- \ .ists was not due to being insulted by tp.e cOmmunitics as they were in.
ists. Wels, and that section of the German socialTake the major social-democratic leader Sever- . democratic leadership. who thought like him, were
ing, for example., Intl).id-1932, haif a year before insulted even by the statements of their own inHitler's takeover, he stated that
ternational organization.
.
"The Social-Democratic Party, no less
, Not all social-democrats had the same views as
than the Catholic Party, is strongly inWels. After the German social-delJlocrats were
, cUned to see Herr Hitler's Nazis share
forced underground, other leaders came to the fore
the Government responsibility." (Cited
who advocated a reformist sort of opposition to
in Dutt's Fascism and Social Revolution,
fascism; this too obs'tructed the development of a.
p. 149)
vigorous anti-fascist fight, but it wasn't the same
His plan was that Hitler would be tamed by inc~ud- '- as Wels' outright capitulation to fascism. And the
ing hill?- in a broader bourgeois coalition.
gulf between the social-democratic leaders and the
And W,hen Hitler ~ame to power on Jan. 30,
rank-and-file became wider than ever. But the'
1933, the social-democratic leaders had another presence of Wels, Leipart, Sev:ering and others in
brilliant idea. They didn't want to wage: a,. fight
leading positions shows why the German socialside-by-side with the communists.
That might . ' democrats did not, at the' crucial moment, agree to
have led to ·.revolution., ,So they consoled thema united front strike or other struggle against,Hitselves. that, since Hi-tler had come' to power "conler. '
;
stitutionally", he would have to. rule constitutionSimilar accounts can be given concerning the
ally. So, ·no' sweat, just wait Hitler out. .
role of, the Italian social-democratic leadership
As things turned ugly, the social-democratic. d:uring Mussolini's rise to power (and their inleaders still refused to ttlrn to struggle. Co.nsider. famous "Conciliation Pact" with him), or the' role
Leipart, head of the German social-democratic, of the French social-demqcratic leadership after
, trade unions. According'to BT's reasoning, Leipart
the fall of France to the Nazis in World War II
would have to turn. to struggle, because the exist(where many' actually joined the fascist Vichy
enceof Leipart's unions was threatened by' the
gqvernment). We have discussed this history elsefascist regime. But Leipart preferred tp beg. Just
where, and ~hown why it took place and what les,prior to the dissolution of, these unions, Leipart. sons it teaches about reformism. The point here is
wrote to Hitler, stating that
that ',BT's Trotskyism forces them to close their
.. The social tasks _facing the trade
eyes to, the actual history of the workin~ class
unions' must 'be carried out, no, matter
inovement. BT abandons 'the lactual class struggle.
what the government regime may be •••
. in favor of liberal dreams about the reformists, the
they are prepared tocollabo~ate with
labor bureaucrats, the revisionists, etc. taking up
'the employer's organizations ••• recognize
struggle on' behalf of the working class.
government control ...They·offer help
m.--s Trotskyite hypocrisy ~ncerning
to ,the [Nazi] government .and parlia"popular. front~n,
ment." (Cited in 1933 iri Fritz Heckert'~
article "Why' Hitler in Germany?" in the
But BT w~'uld have one beiiev'e that it is imC.I. Journal, vol. 10~ #10.)
mune to the errors of the Seventh: Congress. All
And what .about Wels, political leader of the
one has, to do is denoup.ce "popular .front ism" over
German social-democrats?
According to BT's
'
reasoning, he too would have to fight.
But well and over.
The . Trotskyite fetish on the term "popular
, after the Hitler terror' had begun, and just before
front" is ab~urd. It is another example of the,ir
. the dissolution of the' Social-Democratic Party,
replacing-serious
issues with empty phrases.· The
Wels spoke in the German parliament, or Reichstag,
term
'i>opular
front"
can be, and has been; used to
stating
mean a number of things at different times. The
. "The social-democrats are those who
Seventh congress~ using a somewhat different terhelped to promote Hitler to his present
minology than other C. I. cOllgresses, called the
position.... The social-democrats fully
work to unite the working :class "united front"
'subscribe to the program of foreign poli"work,
and the work to unite with non-proletarian
cy outlined by Hitler in his declara-
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toilers "popular front" w.ork. It is indeed imporMore Trotskyite hypocrisy on "popular trontism"
tant for the working class to unite all the toilers
around it; this had been stressed at· other C. I. conIndeed, while shouting about "popular frontism",
gress; and perhaps there might be some reason for
the
,aT baSically accepts the SeVenth Congress'
lusing this particular terminology. The problem was
distortion
of united front tactics with respect to
riot the term "popular front" but that the Seventh
the social-democrats. BT, as we have seen,' banks
Congress then proceeded to pervert the meaning of
on 'alliances with the reformists and s6cial"united front" to mean deals at the top with the
democrats.
But, in turn, these labor bureaucrats,
social-democrats and' the meaning of "popular
SOCial-democrats,
and reformists are in alliance
front" to 'mean deals at the top with the bourgeois
,with the bourgeoisie., One cannot stay out of the
liberals as well.
sphere of bourgeois politics while pursuing the
But the BT is utterly hypocritical -about this.
reformists' and labor bureaucrats for dear life. A
It beats its breast hypocritically that "popular
coalition with the bourgeoisie does not have to be
fi-ontism" is "enter(ing) Jnto coalitions with their
a
formal document, with whereas's and wherefote's
own bourgeoisies to counter. the danger' of fas. and plenty of signatures.
cism. n However, BT itself allows such coalitions
BT likes to reduce the denunciation of the
under the term "united front". It states that
Seventh
congre~s to opposing "popular frontis.m"
"It is possible to enter into united-front
with the bourgeoisie. But the Seventh Congress
agreements with petty-bourgeois or
laid its stress on deals with the social-democrats.
bourgeois formations where there'is an
It
invented theories to promote what good things
episodic agreement on a particular issue
,
the
social-democrats could be expected to do. But
and where it is in the interests of the
with
respect to' the liberals and bourgeois parties,
working class to do so ... " (1917,No. 3,
,it
pretended
that it wanted to mobilize the workSpring 1987, p. 18, underlining added)
mg
masses
under'
such intiuence "despite their
So what BT gives with one hand, it takes back
bourgeois
leadership".
(See the. disbussion of
with the other.
.
Dimitrov's
Report
and
its
attitude
to the liberals in
Depending on the country and the situation,
the.
May
1,
1985
issue
of
the
Workers'
~ate
there are workers and other toilers under the inSupplement, p. 26) ,
.
fluence ofHiberalism as well as reformism. This
So. when 'BT prettifi~s the SOCial-democrats and.
gives rise to the ne~d for special tactics, including
labor bureaucrats while pretending that it opposes.
united front tactics, to help lead these masses into
cl~ss collaboration witp the bourgeoisie, it is acstruggle and to break their illusions in ,the 'liberals
tually
duplicating rhetoric from the Seventh Conand other bourgeois politicians.
gress.
It turns out to be quite convenient for the
, But BT ,regards united front tactic~ as based op.
BT
to
denigrate
the importance of looking at the
the idea that the social-democratic leaders, reforSeventh
Congress.
A serious 'comparison of the amists,' etc. will fight for various working class innalysisof
the
'Seventh
Congress and the views of
terests. . Hence when they say that th~ "pettythe
BT
show&
that
the
Trotskyist rhetoric isutbourgeois or boUrgeOis formation~" are in the
terly corrupt and useless.
united front, it means that they intend to prettify
them as they prettify the social-democrats, labor
BT'sdirects its ire at
bureaucrats" etc.

independent communist work
Thus BT claimed that various liberal politicians
from the Congress,ional Black Caucus were part of
Another feature of BT's agreement with the
"the united front" at the bo'ycott of South African
mistakes
qf the Seventh Congress is opposition to
cargo ot 1985. ("U-Day Ariti-Apartheid Struggle on
independent
communist work.
One of the key
San Francisco Docks", Bulletin of the External
themes
of
BT's
article
is
that
"the
MLP's leftism is .
Tendenc'y of the 1ST, No.4, May, 1985, p. 22) We
partial, confused and contradictory" because' we
quoted above a '1;>assage from this article wh,ere
stand for such painstaking revolutionary work.
they discuss the role of these liberals. BT was
And
to refute us, instead of dealing with our views
lauding the alleged good things the libera,ls were
and
stands, the BT launches 'an attack on the 6th
doing for the struggle, rather than being concerned
Congress of the C.I. and subsequent work of the
with separating the masses ,from such "bourgeois
CI, which it calls "Third Period policies".
formations" •
For example, the BT condemns all trade union
It is clear that all B.f's' fUSS' about "popular
work
of the CPUSA that was outside the reformist
front ism" is worthless.
It pretends, with great
unions. This is not baseci on any real examination
self-righteousness that it is even purer than
Leninism in its stand towards the bourgeoisie. In \ of this work. The BT does not make the pretence
of analyzing each particular red' union, but as a
fact, it is only uhprincipled and hypocritical.
'
matter
of ' principle
denounces all of them as dualo
.
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to cast mud at the heroic, work of the communists
unionism. \ BT gets out on its high horse and who, among other thmgs, laid the basis for the
declares, grandiloquently, that
.
unionization of the industrial workers. (They find
"It got the reds o'ut or the unions and'
it so much more convenient to give all' the credit
thereby abandoned the masses of workto the labor bur,eaucrat John L. Lewis.) All this is
ers to the reactionary business unioni/rts
necessary for them to renounce independent corn-of the American Federation of Llibor."
, munist,W'ork and hold up the reformist and liquida(1917, no. 3, ,po 3 0 ) ,
,
tionist dogmas of Trotskyism.
So, while BT rhakes a bow to the rea~tionary
Qur Party has made a care1:ul assessment of the
nature' of the' AFL leadership, it also denounces period between the Sixth and Seventh Congresses.
any work that goes beyond the scope of the AFL
We believ~ that there is much that is of value.
unions. The QPUSA,at that time a revolu,!;ionary We also think that there are certain weaknesses,
party, did work in the AFL, but in this.period it
which we have outlined in our article "Between the
,did not restrict its work to the AFL. It p~id atSixth. and Seventh Congressesll (See the July 15,
'j:tention to organizing those industries (including 1986 issue of the Workersi Advocate supplement.)
key sections of the industrial workers) who the
The BT, on the contrary, just raves 'at this period.
AFLwas ignoring and leaving unorganized. It also
Just as the Seventh Congress did, ,the BT makes
organized the activists who had been expelled en the period. between the Sixth and Seventh Conmasse from the AFL unions.
.
, . , gresses into the whipping boy, maligns the struggle
Contrary to the BT, which has a 'way of ending
of the German Communist Party, etc. BT does this
up denouncing the activists and communists for the
to eliminate faith in the revolutionary capacity of
cl"imes of the bO,urgeoisie and the labor bureauthe ,working class, faith in independent communist
9 rats, the CPUSA did not abandon the masses of
work. True dedication to revolution is to be reworkers' .in the AFL. But large numbers 0:1: workplaced by faith that the labor bureaucrats, and
ers had been expelled ·from the AFL unions when
reformists will someday do something good for the
progressive slates and resolutions won majorities in
their locals. The BT, with its Trotskyite blinders, ' workers.
The BT makes the pretense that it upholds the
presents the impression that things will simply get
ftt-st four congresses of the CI, but not the ,sixth
better and better in the pro-c,apitalist unions as congress. But, in fact, the Sixth Congr~ss was in
left-wing resolutions get more and more votes. It line with the earlier congresses of the CI., They
can't take serious account of the fact that the
went against BT's liquidationist schemes~ In
_ AFL bureaucrats often expelled whole locals at onE! 1983 we m~de a particularly d,etailed stl,ldyof the
stroke wheJ;l left-wing slates 'won election.,
' lessons of the Third Congress on united front tacAs a matter of faot, the' OPUf?A's work dur,ing' tics. (This is contained in the series of articles 'in
this period was closely linked to the masses. It the Workers' Advocate entitled, "United front taclaid the basis for ,the' later upsurge among ,the intics are an essential tool of the t>rol~tarian pardustrial workers in the mid-1930s. We have eX'ty" .) What it, taught about the nature of socialmined one example of this in the article liThe
democracy, the role of independent communist
CPUSA' swork in auto and the 'change in line of ,work as the basis of united front tactics, the
the mid-1930'slT in the' March 20, 1987 issue of the building up of communist organization, etc. refute
Workers' Advoca~e Supple~t.
BT's subserVience to the reformists and labor bur-:BT has to close its eyes to the actual history
eaucrats.
<>
of the American working class movement.' It has
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